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TEST 1

A. Write the Greek letters next to their names on the blanks below:

   1. gamma   3. lambda   5. iota   7. eta
   2. omicron   4. alpha   6. pi

B. Write the names of the following Greek letters:

   1. β   5. ξ
   2. ζ   6. ε
   3. κ   7. θ
   4. ν   8. μ

C. Write the English equivalent sounds for the following letters:

   1. γ   4. ξ  7. λ
   2. π  5. ζ  8. η
   3. ν  6. θ  9. δ

EXTRA CREDIT: Write the first 16 letters of the Greek alphabet in order.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
A. Write the Greek letters next to their names below:

1. upsilon
2. phi
3. chi
4. psi
5. tau

B. Write the English equivalent sounds for the following letters:

1. ω
2. σ
3. τ
4. ρ
5. φ

C. Write the two forms for sigma, along with a description of when each one is used.

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

D. What does a rough breathing mark look like, and what sound does it make?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

E. What does a smooth breathing mark look like, and what sound does it make?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

F. Next to each description below, write the corresponding Greek diphthong:

1. Sounds like “ow” in cow
2. Sounds like “uee” in queen
3. Sounds like “ai” in aisle
4. Sounds like “oi” in oil
5. Sounds like “oo” in food
6. Sounds like “a” in fate
7. Sounds like “eu” in feud

EXTRA CREDIT: Write the entire Greek alphabet in order.